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Abstract

This study uses large eddy simulations to investigate nutrient transport and uptake in suspended macroalgal farms. Various

farm configurations and oceanic forcing conditions are examined, with the farm base located near the nutricline depth. We

introduce the Damkohler number Da to quantify the balance between nutrient consumption by macroalgae uptake and supply by

farm-enhanced nutrient transport. Most cases exhibit Da<1, indicating that farm-generated turbulence sufficiently contributes

to upward nutrient fluxes, supporting macroalgae growth. High Da and starvation may occur in fully grown farm blocks, a

configuration that generates weakest turbulence, particularly when combined with densely planted macroalgae or under weak

flow conditions. Flow stagnation within the farm due to macroalgae drag may constrain the uptake efficiency and further

increase the starvation risk. Mitigation strategies involve timely harvesting, avoiding dense macroalgae canopies, and selecting

farm locations with robust ocean currents and waves. This study provides insights for sustainable macroalgal farm planning.
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Key Points:9

• Suspended macroalgal farms can enhance turbulence and drive upward nutrient fluxes from10

below the farm base to prevent starvation.11

• The Damkohler number, comparing nutrient transport with uptake by macroalgae, can be12

used to predict nutrient availability in the farm.13

• Farming strategies are proposed such as timely harvesting and selecting locations with a14

shallow nutricline and robust currents and waves.15
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Abstract16

This study uses large eddy simulations to investigate nutrient transport and uptake in suspended17

macroalgal farms. Various farm configurations and oceanic forcing conditions are examined, with18

the farm base located near the nutricline depth. We introduce the Damkohler number Da to quantify19

the balance between nutrient consumption by macroalgae uptake and supply by farm-enhanced nu-20

trient transport. Most cases exhibit Da < 1, indicating that farm-generated turbulence sufficiently21

contributes to upward nutrient fluxes, supporting macroalgae growth. High Da and starvation may22

occur in fully grown farm blocks, a configuration that generates weakest turbulence, particularly23

when combined with densely planted macroalgae or under weak flow conditions. Flow stagnation24

within the farm due to macroalgae drag may constrain the uptake efficiency and further increase the25

starvation risk. Mitigation strategies involve timely harvesting, avoiding dense macroalgae canopies,26

and selecting farm locations with robust ocean currents and waves. This study provides insights for27

sustainable macroalgal farm planning.28

Plain Language Summary29

Offshore macroalgal farming has been proposed as a sustainable strategy for carbon sequestra-30

tion, biofuel production, food supply, and bioremediation. However, challenges arise as macroalgal31

farms are typically suspended above the nutricline and may thus deplete the existing nutrient in-32

ventory near the sea surface. In this study, large eddy simulations reveal that suspended farms can33

generate intense turbulence and drive upward nutrient fluxes from below the farm base. Various34

farm simulations are conducted, and in most cases the farm-generated turbulence is indicated to pro-35

vide sufficient nutrient fluxes to support macroalgae growth. This presents a self-sustaining solution36

for nutrient supply through passive entrainment. To mitigate the risk of farm starvation, we pro-37

pose strategies such as timely harvesting, avoiding dense macroalgae canopies, and selecting farm38

locations with robust ocean currents and waves.39

1 Introduction40

Marine macroalgae play a vital role in maintaining ecosystem health by serving as crucial41

habitats and providing food sources for a diverse range of marine species (e.g., Dayton, 1985; Teagle42

et al., 2017). Beyond their ecological importance, the cultivation of macroalgae has been proposed as43

a sustainable strategy for carbon sequestration, biofuel production, food supply, and bioremediation44

(Ghadiryanfar et al., 2016; Ferdouse et al., 2018; Arzeno-Soltero et al., 2023). Recent interest has45

grown in expanding macroalgal farming offshore utilizing suspended structures, due to difficulty of46

permitting and competing uses for shallow, nearshore coastal regions (Troell et al., 2009; Fernand47

et al., 2017; Frieder et al., 2022; Arzeno-Soltero et al., 2023).48

The suspended macroalgal farms are typically located within the upper mixed layer of the49

ocean. A crucial factor affecting farm performance is the interaction of suspended farms with hy-50

drodynamic processes in the mixed layer (Yan et al., 2021; Frieder et al., 2022). Macroalgae exert51

drag force on the flow, causing current and wave attenuation (Thom, 1971; Jackson, 1997; Ros-52

man et al., 2007; Monismith et al., 2022). Discontinuities in drag can lead to the development of53

shear layers and eddies at the edges of the farm (Plew, 2011; Yan et al., 2021). In addition, en-54

hanced Langmuir-type circulations can be created within farms due to the interplay between surface55

gravity waves and farm-modulated currents (Yan et al., 2021; Bo et al., 2024). Moreover, these56

farm-generated hydrodynamic processes also exhibit a distinct dependence on farm configurations57

(Poggi et al., 2004; Bailey & Stoll, 2013; Bo et al., 2024). The varied hydrodynamic responses as-58

sociated with different farm configurations can consequently result in various impacts on the mixing59

and transport of chemicals and nutrients.60

Optimal farm design ensures an adequate nutrient supply for cultivated macroalgae through-61

out the canopy. Challenges arise as suspended farms are usually positioned near the sea surface62

where nutrient concentrations are relatively low (Frieder et al., 2022; Arzeno-Soltero et al., 2023).63

Farm starvation may occur due to either a complete absence of background nutrients in the mixed64
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layer caused by larger scale ocean dynamics and biogeochemistry, where the concentration is be-65

low the criteria for farm growth, or when there is initially sufficient background nutrient, but rapid66

macroalgal consumption depletes the existing nutrient inventory within the farm. Turbulence and67

coherent eddies generated by these farms have the potential to induce significant vertical mixing68

(Nepf et al., 2007; Abdolahpour et al., 2017; Yan et al., 2021), leading to the consistent entrainment69

of nutrients from below the farm base to prevent starvation. This introduces a self-sustaining mech-70

anism for passive nutrient supply to the farm (Frieder et al., 2022). Considering the variability of71

farm-generated turbulence associated with distinct farm configurations (Yan et al., 2021; Bo et al.,72

2024), further investigation into nutrient transport and uptake by the farm is therefore essential for73

optimally designing farm layouts to ensure nutrient availability and support macroalgae growth.74

This study uses large eddy simulations (LES) to investigate nutrient transport and uptake asso-75

ciated with suspended macroalgal farms, aiming to understand the hydrodynamic aspects influencing76

nutrient availability for farm growth. Section 2 describes the numerical approach and the various77

farm simulations examined in this study. In section 3, we analyze farm-generated turbulence and78

nutrient fluxes across different simulation settings. We also investigate nutrient uptake associated79

with varied farm configurations, and compare the relative impacts of nutrient uptake versus turbu-80

lent transport in determining nutrient availability. Section 4 discusses potential factors affecting81

farm performance and concludes the study.82

2 Methods83

2.1 LES model description84

The LES method is used to study the hydrodynamics, nutrient transport, and uptake associated85

with the macroalgae of interest, here parameterized for giant kelp, Macrocystis pyrifera. We choose86

LES as it can effectively capture the intricate mixing processes driven by farm-generated turbulence.87

The LES framework is based on a set of wave-averaged and grid-filtered equations for velocity,88

temperature, and passive tracer (see Supporting Information Text S1 for details). Specifically, the89

Craik–Leibovich vortex force and Coriolis force are included to represent the influences of surface90

gravity waves and planetary rotation (Craik & Leibovich, 1976; McWilliams et al., 1997). The code91

has been validated and used in previous macroalgal farm and boundary layer flow studies (Yan et92

al., 2021, 2022; Bo et al., 2024).93

The resistance imposed by kelp onto the flow is parameterized as a drag force FD in the mo-94

mentum equation, and is expressed as95

FD =
1

2
CDaP · (|u|u) . (1)96

The velocity vector u = (u, v, w), including the streamwise (x), cross-stream (y), and vertical (z)97

components, respectively. Here, CD = 0.0148 is the drag coefficient according to the experimental98

study of Utter & Denny (1996) and numerical validation in Yan et al. (2021), and a is the frond99

surface area density (area per volume, m−1) obtained by conversion of the algal biomass (Frieder100

et al., 2022). The coefficient tensor P stands for the projection of frond surface area into each101

direction, and in the present study we use P = (1/2)I , where I is the identity matrix (Yan et al.,102

2021).103

Nutrients are treated as a passive tracer in the model, and in specific we focus on nitrate in this104

study as it is the limiting macronutrient in many coastal regions where Macrocystis pyrifera grows.105

Nutrient uptake by kelp is treated as a sink term S in the tracer transport equation, written as106

S = aVmax
N

N +KM
. (2)107

This is the Michaelis-Menten formula (Michaelis et al., 1913; Cornish-Bowden, 2015), where the108

uptake rate saturates and approaches the maximum value Vmax as nitrate concentration N increases.109

Here KM = 10.2 µM (micromolar) is the half saturation constant of nitrate for Macrocystis pyrifera,110
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and Vmax = 0.2 µmol m−2s−1 is used as a representative value (Gerard, 1982; Haines & Wheeler,111

1978; Frieder et al., 2022; Arzeno-Soltero et al., 2023). Besides, a couple of simulations are con-112

ducted with Vmax increased by a factor of three to investigate an end-member scenario with a high113

uptake rate (Arzeno-Soltero et al., 2023).114

In addition, the dependence of uptake on flow speed is examined by adding a velocity factor115

F(|u|) to the Michaelis-Menten formula (Broch & Slagstad, 2012), i.e.,116

S = aVmax
N

N +KM
F(|u|) = aVmax

N

N +KM

[
1− exp

(
− |u|
uref

)]
. (3)117

The rationale behind this velocity factor is that, at low velocities, the thick diffusive boundary layers118

surrounding kelp fronds pose constraints on the nutrient uptake rate (Stevens & Hurd, 1997; Huang119

et al., 2011). In contrast, at higher velocities the boundary layer thickness is no longer a limiting120

factor, and Equation (3) approaches the Michaelis-Menten formula in Equation (2). The reference121

velocity uref = 0.03 m s−1 (Stevens & Hurd, 1997; Broch & Slagstad, 2012) corresponds to the122

velocity at which the uptake reaches 65% of the optimal rate. Using more intricate formulas could123

introduce additional variability in the uptake rate, e.g., those explicitly incorporating the boundary124

layer thickness and the periodic perturbations by waves (Stevens & Hurd, 1997; Huang et al., 2011;125

Frieder et al., 2022), but here for simplicity we use this empirical velocity dependence formula by126

Stevens & Hurd (1997) and Broch & Slagstad (2012).127

2.2 Farm simulation setup128
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Figure 1. Simulation setup. (a): Temperature profile at the upstream boundary (inflow condition). (b) and

(c): Two inflow nutrient profiles. Dotted black lines indicate the farm base. (d): A schematic of the farm

simulation (side view), with vertical profiles of frond area density (e) and map views of farm configurations

(f) in the auxiliary subfigures.

The cultivation of macroalgae in open ocean environments involves a diverse range of aquacul-129

ture structures. A representative farm configuration considered here consists of a series of organized130

longlines spaced horizontally (Yan et al., 2021; Frieder et al., 2022). Each longline is deployed at131

a constant depth, anchored at both ends and also connected to surface buoys. Macrocystis pyrifera132
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is cultivated along growth ropes attached to the longlines, and will grow upright toward the surface133

due to their buoyancy.134

Macroalgal farm simulations are conducted on a 800×208×120 m3 domain, with 400×104×135

240 uniformly distributed grid cells. A turbulent flow undisturbed by the presence of the farm is in-136

put from the upstream boundary, and the analyses focus on a period during which the background137

flow has fully adapted to the presence of the suspended farm (details provided in Supporting Infor-138

mation). The farm is located in the middle of the domain from x = 0 to x = Lf , with a farm length139

of Lf = 400 m (Figure 1(d)). The upstream boundary is at x = −150 m, and the downstream140

boundary is at a distance of 250 m from the farm trailing edge. In the y-direction the farm extends141

across the entire domain with a periodic boundary, i.e., effectively assuming an infinite farm width.142

In the vertical direction the farm is between the sea surface and hb = −20 m (the farm base), i.e.,143

the depth at which the suspended longlines are deployed.144

Two types of horizontal farm arrangements are examined (Figure 1(f)). The first type has the145

spaced longlines (farm rows) aligned parallel to the x-direction, extending the length of the farm.146

The second type assumes a scenario where the kelp rows are deployed closely enough so that there147

is no gap in between, i.e., essentially forming a horizontally uniform kelp farm block. In addition,148

two vertical profiles of frond surface area density a are considered (Figure 1(e)), representing two149

different growth stages of kelp (Frieder et al., 2022): (1) a fully grown profile, where kelp extends150

from the farm base to the sea surface, with notably high frond area density at the top due to a large151

portion of the fronds floating at the sea surface; (2) a harvested profile, where the frond density is152

reduced to zero in the uppermost 1-2 m part of the farm near the sea surface, as a result of harvest153

practices. The frond surface area density profiles of the two stages are obtained by conversion of the154

algal biomass (Frieder et al., 2022), with depth-averaged values of 2 and 1 m−1, respectively. Ad-155

ditionally, each profile is multiplied by a factor of 0.3 or 3, to investigate the influence of decreased156

or increased kelp density.157

The external forcing conditions are generally the same as those in McWilliams et al. (1997),158

Yan et al. (2021), and Bo et al. (2024). A geostrophic current ug = 0.2 m s−1 is imposed in159

x-direction, representing the effect of mesoscale flow. The Coriolis frequency f = 10−4 s−1 corre-160

sponds to around 45◦ N latitude. A constant wind stress τw = 0.037 N m−2 is applied at the surface161

boundary, corresponding to a wind speed at 10-m height above the surface of 5 m s−1. The surface162

gravity waves have an amplitude of Aw = 0.80 m, and the wavelength λw = 60 m. In addition,163

we explore another set of weaker current, wind, and wave conditions to investigate variability in164

external forcing, where ug = 0.05 m s−1, τw = 0.009 N m−2, and Aw = 0.57 m.165

The initial mixed layer depth at the upstream boundary (inflow) is 25 m (Figure 1 (a)), and a166

stably stratified layer is beneath it, with a uniform temperature gradient dθ/dz = 0.01 K m−1. We167

assume no heat flux at the surface boundary. Two background (inflow) nutrient profiles are examined168

in this study. The first profile (N1) is obtained from the representative nutrient condition of the169

realistic California Current System model (Deutsch et al., 2021; Renault et al., 2021; Frieder et al.,170

2022), featuring a relatively weak vertical gradient within the mixed layer, a strong gradient below171

the mixed layer (considered as a nutricline), and a uniformly high concentration of around 10 µM172

below 60m (Figure 1 (b)). The second profile (N2) exhibits a relatively strong vertical gradient173

within the mixed layer and a uniform concentration of 10 µM below the mixed layer (Figure 1 (c)),174

representing a scenario with a shallower nutricline.175

More detailed descriptions of simulation setup and farm configurations are provided in Support-176

ing Information. Note that this study does not delve into the intricate mechanisms of how various177

farm configurations and forcing conditions lead to distinct hydrodynamic conditions and nutrient178

mixing; these aspects were addressed in a prior study by Bo et al. (2024). Instead, our major objec-179

tive in conducting a range of farm simulations is to generate variable levels of nutrient mixing and180

uptake and to examine how their balance influences nutrient availability within the farm.181
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3 Results182

In this section we present the hydrodynamics, nutrient transport, and uptake associated with183

the kelp farm. We first introduce a flow decomposition to separate distinct transport processes. The184

instantaneous flow field can be split into the mean flow, standing eddies, and turbulence, i.e.,185

u = ⟨u⟩y + us + u′. (4)186

The overline represents the time average, and the prime represents temporal fluctuations around187

the time average, i.e., the turbulent component. Here ⟨·⟩y denotes the cross-stream average, and188

the superscript “s” denotes the standing-eddy component (time-averaged spatial variations in y-189

direction generated by the farm structure). Similarly, the covariance between velocity and nutrient190

concentration can be decomposed as191 〈
uN

〉
y
= ⟨u⟩y

〈
N
〉
y
+

〈
usN

s
〉
y
+
〈
u′N ′

〉
y
. (5)192

The second term on the right side stands for the cross-stream-averaged nutrient transport driven by193

the standing eddy, effectively a dispersive flux (Finnigan, 2000), and the third term represents the194

turbulent flux.195

3.1 Farm-enhanced boundary layer eddies196

As ocean currents enter the farm, the mean flow is decelerated due to the drag force exerted by197

the kelp. The kelp drag discontinuity at the farm bottom edge enhances the vertical shear of stream-198

wise velocity, leading to the development of shear layer eddies (Figure 2(a)). Here we specifically199

consider the vertical component w′ when discussing turbulence intensity, because of its direct rele-200

vance to vertical transport in kelp farms. Moreover, Langmuir-type turbulence is generated within201

the farm due to the combined effects of waves and farm-modulated currents (Yan et al., 2021; Bo et202

al., 2024). The farm-generated Langmuir turbulence exhibits a stronger magnitude compared to the203

standard Langmuir turbulence in the upstream region, which typically occurs in the surface bound-204

ary layer without the presence of kelp (McWilliams et al., 1997). In addition to turbulence, standing205

eddies occur exclusively in farm configurations with horizontally spaced kelp rows (Yan et al., 2021;206

Bo et al., 2024) (Figure 2(b)). The strength of the farm-generated turbulence and standing eddies207

varies with farm configurations and oceanic forcing conditions (Bo et al., 2024), and these variations208

thus lead to different vertical transport of nutrients, as detailed in the subsequent section.209

3.2 Vertical nutrient fluxes210

Both farm-generated turbulence and standing eddies can drive upward nutrient fluxes (Fig-211

ure 2(c) and (d)). To quantify the strength of farm-generated vertical mixing, we define the turbu-212

lent and standing-eddy mixing coefficients (κt and κs) based on the cross-stream-averaged fluxes in213

Equation (5),214

κt =

〈
w′N ′

〉
y

d
〈
N
〉
y
/dz

, (6a)215

κs =

〈
wsN

s
〉
y

d
〈
N
〉
y
/dz

. (6b)216

The mixing coefficients calculated with the two nutrient profiles N1 and N2 are generally consis-217

tent, and we use profile N2 for the calculation of mixing coefficients, because its stronger vertical218

gradients on the denominator provide more robust results.219

More in-depth analyses of how various farm configurations lead to distinct turbulence intensi-220

ties have been conducted by (Bo et al., 2024), and we provide a concise summary here. In spaced221

kelp rows aligned with the background current, both turbulence and standing eddies occur irre-222
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Figure 2. Eddies and nutrient fluxes associated with the kelp farm, in a simulation with horizontally spaced

kelp rows. (a) and (b): Side views of turbulence and standing eddy intensity (the vertical component). Dotted

rectangles show the extent of the farm, and the solid gray lines represent the mixed layer depth. (c) and

(d): Side views of vertical nutrient fluxes driven by turbulence and standing eddies for profile N2. (e) −
(g): Turbulent (e), standing-eddy (f), and total (g) mixing coefficients versus turbulence or eddy intensity

(averaged within the farm) for various simulations. The detailed parameters for different simulations can be

found in Table S1 in Supporting Information.

spective of the vertical kelp frond density distribution, leading to the corresponding nutrient fluxes223

(Figure 2(e) and (f)). In contrast, standing eddies do not occur in farm blocks. Relatively strong224

turbulence and nutrient mixing are found in farm blocks with a harvested profile, while turbulent225

mixing is weak in cases with a fully grown profile due to an inhibition mechanism of Langmuir226

circulation by this frond distribution (Bo et al., 2024). Additionally, turbulence intensity and mixing227

decrease in simulations with weaker currents and waves.228

The mixing coefficients generally exhibit a positive correlation with the corresponding turbu-229

lence (or eddy) intensity across various simulations (Figure 2(e), (f), and (g)). This is in agreement230

with the mixing length theory, where the mixing coefficient scales with the eddy-velocity-scale mul-231

tiplied by a length-scale. The mixing length for turbulence appears to be much smaller than the farm232

height (approximately 0.2hb), consistent with findings by Abdolahpour et al. (2017). The standing-233

eddy mixing coefficient has a steeper slope dependence on its corresponding eddy intensity than234

the turbulent mixing coefficient, indicating that the standing eddies responsible for driving nutrient235

fluxes have a larger size (up to 0.5hb) compared to turbulence.236
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3.3 Nutrient supply versus uptake237

Figure 3. Dependence of farm nutrient availability on Da. (a): Uptake efficiency versus Da across different

simulations, for nutrient profile N1 (Figure 1(b)). Case symbols are consistent with Figure 2. The horizontal

gray line is the estimated threshold for kelp growth according to Zimmerman & Kremer (1984). (b) and (c):

Vertical nutrient profiles at the farm entrance and exit, for simulations with a low and high Da (Da = 0.02 and

Da = 5), respectively. (d): Exit-entrance difference for low and high Da. (e)− (h): A similar set of plots for

nutrient profile N2 (Figure 1(c)).

While farm-generated turbulence can lead to upward fluxes that increase nutrient availability238

in the farm, kelp uptake consumes nutrients and may thus result in nutrient depletion and kelp239

starvation. In this section, we consider the Michaelis-Menten uptake equation (2) and compare the240

influence of nutrient uptake to farm-generated nutrient fluxes. We define a farm-averaged Damkohler241

number (e.g., Rehage & Kind, 2021)242

Da =
τmix

τuptake
=

⟨a⟩xyz Vmaxh
2
b

⟨κt + κs⟩xyz KM
, (7)243

which compares the mixing timescale τmix = h2
b/ ⟨κt + κs⟩xyz with the uptake timescale τuptake =244

KM/(⟨a⟩xyz Vmax) from Equation (2). Note that both the frond area density a and turbulent and245

standing-eddy mixing coefficients κt and κs vary with farm configurations. Da effectively quantifies246

the relative strength of nutrient consumption by uptake versus vertical mixing that supplies nutrient,247

with Da ≪ 1 indicating strong mixing, and vice versa.248

The Damkohler number Da demonstrates a clear correlation with nutrient availability in the249

farm, quantified here as a dimensionless uptake efficiency S/a/Vmax (Figure 3(a)). For low Da,250

nutrient entrainment from below the farm exceeds the uptake rate, ensuring adequate nutrients for251
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kelp growth. In this scenario, nutrient concentration is increased at the farm exit compared to the252

background nutrient profile entering the farm (Figure 3(b) and (d)). In contrast, for high Da, farm-253

generated nutrient fluxes are insufficient to balance uptake, resulting in nutrient depletion at the254

farm exit (Figure 3 (c) and (d)) and potentially leading to the threat of starvation. The transition to255

starvation, estimated by applying the threshold of 1 µM nitrate (Zimmerman & Kremer, 1984) to256

the Michaelis-Menten formula, occurs at around Da = 1 (Figure 3 (a)).257

The above analysis is based on the first nutrient profile (N1, from the realistic California Cur-258

rent System model). The dependence of uptake efficiency on Da also holds for the other nutrient259

profile (N2, with stronger vertical gradients near the sea surface, Figure 3 (e)-(h)), except that the260

variability in uptake efficiency is much greater than that for N1, because of its greater range of nu-261

trient concentration within the surface boundary layer. The transition to starvation occurs at a larger262

Da (around 5) for profile N2.263

Overall for nutrient profiles N1 and N2, most cases exhibit a small Da, e.g., less than 1, sug-264

gesting that farm-generated fluxes can provide adequate nutrients to prevent starvation. Nutrient265

depletion and high Da are most likely to occur in farm blocks with a fully grown profile, i.e.,266

the farm configuration with the least turbulence generation, in particular when this configuration is267

combined with dense kelp that increases the uptake rate or weak current and wave conditions that268

decreases vertical nutrient mixing. Note that the farm blocks typically have a larger farm-averaged269

frond density ⟨a⟩xyz than spaced rows. However, the increase in Da for farm blocks is beyond that270

predicted by the increase in a alone, indicating that weakened vertical mixing due to the farm con-271

figuration is also a significant contributor to starvation. While in most cases the high uptake rate is272

attributed to the increased a, two additional simulations with an increased Vmax also lead to a high273

uptake rate and reduced nutrient availability, similar to the effect of the increased a.274

Additional analysis is included in Supporting Information (Text S2) on how the correlation275

between uptake efficiency and Da varies with background nutrient profiles. Overall Da proves to276

be an effective metric for predicting nutrient uptake and farm growth. It is also worth noting that277

other scenarios for starvation may occur, such as when the nutricline is substantially below the farm278

base, with a complete absence of nutrients in the mixed layer. This starvation regime is not the focus279

of the present study, as the farm-generated turbulence would be incapable of transporting nutrients280

from the deep nutricline.281

3.4 Dependence of uptake on hydrodynamic conditions282

In addition to the above mentioned factors that may lead to kelp starvation, another critical283

aspect is the dependency of kelp uptake rate on hydrodynamic conditions. In this section, we in-284

vestigate the modified Michaelis-Menten uptake formula that integrates the influence of velocity285

(Equation (3)). The drag exerted by kelp tends to decelerate the mean current within the farm, and286

this deceleration is particularly pronounced in dense farms (Figure 4(a)). The decreased velocity287

results in thicker diffusive boundary layers around kelp fronds, resulting in an additional constraint288

on kelp nutrient uptake (Stevens & Hurd, 1997).289

The reduction in uptake rate due to velocity constraints is most notable in cases with weak290

background ocean currents or high kelp density, both of which can decrease the mean velocity291

in the farm to less than ∼ 0.05 m s−1. The velocity constraint factor in Equation (3) can thus292

be decreased to approximately 0.7 (Figure 4(b)), leading to a decrease of up to 30% in uptake293

efficiency (Figure 4 (c)). Moreover, these cases characterized by strong velocity constraints coincide294

with high Da values as investigated in the previous section. Consequently, the velocity constraint295

further increases the risk of starvation posed by the low nutrient availability. The uptake efficiency296

converges toward that obtained by the standard Michaelis-Menten formula in other cases where297

velocity remains higher than ∼ 0.05 m s−1 within the farm.298

Additionally, the relative reduction in uptake efficiency generally aligns with the velocity-299

dependence factor calculated from the bulk average streamwise velocity (Figure 4(d)). This suggests300

that the spatial and temporal variability of velocity within the farm has minimal influences on the301
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overall uptake, and using the farm-averaged mean velocity is sufficient for predicting the reduced302

uptake due to velocity constraints.303

Figure 4. Influences of hydrodynamic conditions on nutrient uptake. (a): Average streamwise velocity

within the farm versus average kelp frond area density. Case symbols are consistent with Figures 2 and 3.

(b): The velocity dependence factor in Equation (3) as a function of mean flow speed. (c): Uptake efficiency

versus Da for nutrient profile N1. Gray-filled markers represents simulations that incorporate the velocity-

dependence of uptake rate based on Equation (3), and the other simulations based on Equation (2) do not have

this velocity-dependence. (d): The decrease in uptake efficiency due to velocity constraints (ratio of uptake

efficiency, with versus without velocity-dependence in subfigure (c)), compared with the velocity-dependence

factor from subfigure (b). Only profile N1 is shown as an example here, and profile N2 yields consistent results.

4 Discussion and conclusion304

This study investigates the impacts of vertical nutrient fluxes and kelp uptake on nutrient avail-305

ability in the farm, and the Damkohler number Da is introduced to quantify the competing effects of306

the two processes. Most investigated farm configurations exhibit a small Da, indicating that farm-307

generated turbulence can provide sufficient nutrient supply to exceed kelp uptake. This supports the308

concept of a self-sustaining solution for nutrient supply to the farm through passive entrainment. It309

is noteworthy that Langmuir-type turbulence mostly prevails over shear layer turbulence within the310

farm, emphasizing the role of wave-current interaction in creating vertical fluxes and preventing nu-311

trient depletion. Starvation and high Da are most likely to occur in farm blocks with the fully grown312

profile, caused by increased nutrient consumption due to high kelp density and decreased vertical313

mixing due to inhibited turbulence in this farm configuration. Additionally, when the spaced kelp314

rows are oriented perpendicular to the flow direction, the turbulence intensity is demonstrated to be315

similar to that of farm blocks (Bo et al., 2024). Therefore, nutrient transport in farm blocks is also316

indicative of farms with rows perpendicular to the flow.317
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Several strategies for farm development to prevent starvation are proposed. Timely harvest318

practices can prevent the formation of a fully grown profile, favoring turbulence generation within319

the farm and ensuring nutrient supply from deeper waters. Densely planted kelp should be avoided,320

as high frond density can not only increase nutrient consumption, but also lead to flow stagnation in321

the farm, constraining uptake efficiency and potentially causing kelp starvation. From the perspec-322

tive of nutrient supply, farms are encouraged to be deployed in regions with relatively strong ocean323

currents and waves to ensure turbulence generation and nutrient supply. Additionally, selecting a lo-324

cation where the nutricline is relatively shallow, e.g., comparable to the farm base depth, is favorable,325

so that farm-generated turbulence has the potential to induce the upward nutrient transport.326

The Damkohler number Da provides a predictive tool for potential nutrient depletion in the327

context of farm planning. Accurate calculation of the mixing coefficient is crucial for obtaining a328

reliable Da. The calculation can be achieved by using hydrodynamic models capable of resolving329

vertical nutrient transport through the farm. Alternatively, our simulations revealed a positive corre-330

lation between the mixing coefficient and turbulence intensity, consistent with the classical mixing331

length theory. Predicting uptake efficiency based on turbulence intensity thus becomes feasible,332

which connects to the previous findings on the dependence of turbulence intensity on various farm333

configurations (Bo et al., 2024).334

While we focused on a 400 m farm length, implications of starvation can be extended to longer335

or infinite farms under similar ocean and nutrient conditions by using Da. In high Da cases, nutrient336

concentration is expected to decay downstream along the farm, leading to depletion after a distance337

comparable to the uptake timescale multiplied by mean streamwise velocity. Larger values of Da338

thus indicate occurrence of depletion over a shorter distance, increasing the risk of starvation. The339

farms investigated here have an infinite width due to periodic boundary conditions in the y-direction,340

serving as a suitable proxy for wide farms. We also note that additional standing eddies can be gen-341

erated on the cross-stream edges of farms with finite width (Tseung et al., 2016), thereby affecting342

nutrient transport.343

This study mainly examines scenarios where the nutricline depth is comparable to the farm344

base depth. Scenarios where the nutricline is substantially below the farm are not the central focus,345

as this may inevitably lead to starvation given that farm-generated turbulence would be unable to346

drive nutrient fluxes from the deep nutricline. In addition, the presence of strong stratification near347

the ocean surface boundary layer can inhibit vertical mixing (Plew et al., 2006), thus increasing the348

risk of nutrient depletion (discussed in detail in Supporting Information Text S3). However, strong349

stratification is seldom a persistent condition in the upper ocean, and a short period of stratification350

is unlikely to significantly impact farm growth. Moreover, while this study primarily investigates351

hydrodynamic transport processes affecting nutrient availability, other factors, such as the impact of352

high temperature on kelp growth, represent additional threats, particularly during El Niño years.353
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